Spiral Holdings T/A Turtle Bay Beach House

VEHICLE CONDITION REPORT

Make/Model – Mitsubishi Sportero L200 Dual Cab Ute 4WD

Year – 2012

Registration No. – PT8142

Location – Espiritu Santo, Vanuatu

Gas Level (please circle) – E ¼ ½ ¾ Full (Other - )

The Hirer/Driver hereby agrees to fill the fuel tank to the above indicated level upon returning the car. Failure to fill the tank to the prescribed level will result in the hirer being charged an estimated cost to correctly fill the tank plus an additional 1000vt ($12 AUD) penalty for time/effort to refill the car.

DAMAGE DIAGRAM

X = Dent  -- = Large Scratch  O = Missing/Broken part
By signing this vehicle condition report I am accepting this vehicle in its present condition having completed a “Visual Walk Around Inspection” of the interior and exterior of this vehicle. I have also been made aware of the proper method of operation for the headlights, windshield wipers, horn and emergency brake. This visual inspection included confirmation of the following emergency equipment – spare tyre, wheel wrench and jack. All present damage has been indicated.

START OF HIRE - DATE: / / TIME: AM/PM

FINISH OF HIRE - DATE: / / TIME: AM/PM

NAME: SIGNATURE: DATE: / /